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A 1997 project established by the Vera Institute of Justice, a New York-based non-government organisation, aimed to alleviate overcrowding in South African prisons by assisting magistrates in bail proceedings and thereby decreasing the number of admissions into awaiting trial facilities. Understanding the context in which the project operated leads to the important observation that efforts to launch and sustain discrete experiments in justice innovation will necessarily come under strain when faced with aggressively adverse macro circumstances, like the ones that faced Vera’s pre-trial project. However, the legal and social milieu has changed over the last twelve years. It is perhaps time to once again explore how innovations in criminal justice administration (a much-needed initiative) might best work in the various criminal justice management areas, given the discrete circumstances of each.

In 1997, in response to the problem of overcrowding in South African prisons, the Vera Institute of Justice (Vera), a New York-based NGO, established a demonstration pre-trial services project aimed to reduce the number of admissions into remand detention. The project, based at various court centres in the country, sought to provide magistrates with independently verified information about defendants at arraignment, which, it was hoped, would make the bail process more efficient, equitable and informed. Although portions of the pilot project did survive, discretely, in a spinoff court project in Port Elizabeth, Vera’s pre-trial services project was not adopted nationally. In this article we firstly discuss Vera’s pre-trial project, its purpose and its results. Secondly, we sketch the social and politico-legal context in which the project operated, for it is clear that public concern about crime and public safety in general, and the subsequent legislative and judicial responses in particular, played some role in the project’s ultimate demise. We suggest, finally, that what might not have worked a decade ago, is possibly worth revisiting today, in South Africa’s current social and political climate. Incremental shifts in the legislative terrain and policy indicate a growing concern around the excessive use of remand detention and the conditions to which remand detainees are exposed. Coupled with such shifts are more recent efforts on the part of government to deal with the problems in the criminal justice system, in particular the backlogs in South Africa’s criminal courts.

THE VERA PRE-TRIAL PROJECT

During the late 1990s South African prisons experienced an unprecedented growth in the remand detainee population. Unsurprisingly, this period of South African history is characterised as one in which public anxiety about crime and public safety...
issues was at an all-time high. Part of this anxiety stemmed from a prevailing misconception amongst the public that the right to bail was to blame for the high levels of violent crime, and it was partly fuelled by a number of highly publicised cases in which crimes were committed by offenders who had been released on bail. Public outrage put pressure on government to ensure judicial accountability in matters of bail, particularly in high stake cases.

In 1997, Vera, at the invitation by the then South African Minister of Justice, Dullah Omar, established the Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA) in Cape Town, South Africa. It was envisioned that the BJA – a joint venture between Vera and the South African Department of Justice and Constitutional Development (DJCD) – would spearhead the design and implementation of various projects aimed at improving local capacities for innovations in justice administration and justice delivery in South Africa. The first such project was the Pre-Trial Services project (PTS), whose purpose was to assist magistrates in making more equitable bail decisions by providing them with independently verified information about defendants at their first appearance. The provision of such a report firstly aimed to ensure that serious or repeat offenders were not released on bail, and secondly that petty offenders were released on affordable bail or on non-financial supervisory conditions. The report was also meant to provide a fuller picture of a defendant’s overall financial means so as to mitigate the chance of bail amounts being set too high, and to prevent the economic injustice of remanding defendants who pose no threat to public safety into custody simply for not being able to afford bail thresholds.

The PTS project – piloted in three of the country’s busiest magistrate’s courts – produced mixed results. For example, whilst there was some success in increasing bail, and in reducing bail amounts in Mitchell’s Plain, Durban and Johannesburg, bail amounts remained stubbornly high, and, interestingly, there was a significant increase in bail being denied at those courts. Furthermore, at the end of the pilot phase, despite the median bail amount having decreased in Mitchell’s Plain from R500 to R300, 63% of accused persons in Mitchell’s Plain could still not afford to pay the R300, and were duly sent back to Pollsmoor Prison to await trial.

In the end, the project itself had little effect on the size of the remand detainee population still languishing in prison; and despite its initial intentions to do so, the PTS project was not rolled out nationally by the DJCD after the pilot phase. What happened? For a number of reasons, the PTS project suffered from a few key practical shortcomings that partially explain why the project never moved beyond the pilot phase. For instance, interdepartmental communication and collaboration was weak and resulted in the project being promoted and perceived as primarily a DJCD initiative, despite the necessity of sustained cooperation and coordination with other agencies such as the police and the Departments of Safety and Security and Correctional Services. Also, much of the project’s funding relied on donor funds raising doubts about the project's long-term sustainability and posing serious questions regarding the extent to which the national budget could be truly said to address policy commitments made regarding criminal justice. Once BJA handed over the project, full funding from the national government became uncertain, and although some money was allocated to the project in the national budget, none evidently trickled down to the provinces. Existing sites could draw from core provincial budgets in order to continue delivering pre-trial services, or to roll it out to other court centres. Given an operational environment characterised by widespread resource scarcity it is unsurprising that there was a gradual administrative abandonment of the PTS project across the country.

Tellingly, after BJA handed over the project to the DJCD, no structures or supporting guidelines were put into place to ensure the continued support and participation of partner agencies critical to implementation. Indeed, a key criticism suggested that the project’s success depended too much on its one high profile champion, Minister Dullah Omar, and others within agency leadership, while not enough had been done to recruit the support,
cooperation and trust of key operational staff within the various partner organisations to ensure successful roll out.14

It should also be noted that the project’s primary currency – the pre-trial report – was not properly incorporated into the new Integrated Justice System (IJS) technology subsequently rolled out by the IJS board. The IJS board did, however, include some of the key departments and agencies that had been involved in the PTS project, including the DJCD, the Department of Correctional Services, the National Prosecuting Authority (NPA) and the South African Police Service (SAPS). This was indicative, perhaps, of the crippling misalignment of strategic objectives within and between erstwhile partner agencies, pointing to a weakness in intersectoral relationships and the transient nature of policy commitments made across government departments at the time.15

But technical and logistical considerations do not fully answer why the project faltered as it did. To continue answering the question ‘why’, it may be useful to take an analytical step backwards. An appreciation for the political and social climate in South Africa during this time, particularly in relation to crime and associated public perceptions, fears and reactions, is particularly helpful both in understanding the context in which the PTS project was conceived and implemented and the external challenges it faced, and why remand detention in general remains a problem in South Africa.

THE SOCIAL AND LEGAL MILIEU

Crime statistics and the fear of crime

Throughout the 1990s there was a persistent upward trend in overall levels of crime throughout the country. By the late 1990s, crime had become a serious concern for South Africans. In 1998, for example, the SAPS reported crime figures included 88 319 instances of aggravated robbery, 24 875 murders, 49 754 rapes, 256 434 assaults with intent to inflict grievous bodily harm, and 360 919 burglaries.16 Faced with these numbers, it is unsurprising that public anxiety regarding crime and public safety during this time was high.

The country’s criminal justice system did little to alleviate the public perception that government was not doing enough to combat rising levels of crime. In 2000, of the 2.6 million crimes recorded by the SAPS, only 610 000 cases had been referred to the courts.17 The NPA only took on 271 000 cases, resulting in approximately 210 000 convictions. Whilst the NPA were able to get convictions for most of the cases they prosecuted, only eight per cent of recorded crimes resulted in convictions.18

Because of the pervasive belief that the state could no longer be considered a capable guardian of public safety and security, there was a concomitant rise in ‘community policing’ (vigilante or otherwise) among poorer communities and a wholesale movement towards a reliance on the private security sector amongst the middle classes.19 As communities turned inwards for solutions to remedy the problem of crime, government’s ineffective handling of crime became the object of people’s scepticism and derision. Interestingly, according to the Independent Complaints Directorate, an independent police oversight body, there was a ‘growing, popular perception that constitutional rights for criminals [were] being protected above those of their victims’.20

As the tempo of criticism against government grew over its (mis)handling of the crime issue, a concerted effort was made to reassert the presence (and relevance) of the state by broad moves to bring itself in line with public opinion. For one, there was a sudden militarisation of crime control discourse emanating from government circles. A speech delivered in 1999 by the then Minister of Safety and Security, Steve Tshwete, is an example of such rhetoric:

The criminals have obviously declared war against the South African public. What is required now is ruthless implementation of the NCPS [National Crime Prevention Strategy] as a matter of urgency. We are ready more than ever before, not just to send the message to the
criminals out there about our intentions, but more importantly to make them feel that the *tyd vir speletjies is nou verby* [the time for games is over]. We are posed to rise with vigour proportional to the enormity and vastness of the aim to be achieved. We dare not disappoint our people in this regard.21

And indeed, government spoke of ‘hitting the criminals where it hurts’ and warned that ‘there will be no place to hide’22 Battle cries for law and order, the war against crime,23 and zero tolerance24 gave inspiration to clampdowns, as well as saturation policing in which areas were sealed off, people and property were searched and hundreds of people detained.25 In one such operation dubbed ‘Sword and Shield’, more than 300 000 suspects were arrested during 1996 and 1997.26 Unfortunately, efforts to equip the courts and remand facilities were glaringly absent in the face of the inevitable rise in the number of people arrested and detained. The consequence, of course, was the flooding of an already over-burdened court system and poorly equipped prisons.

The gloves were clearly off. But the tough talk and increasingly aggressive police tactics were not merely symbolic, nor were they tin-pot public spectacles aimed at regaining political legitimacy. Public concerns about safety can, and do, exert considerable influence on the making of legislative policy, and as a result, alongside the tough-on-crime rhetoric and policing tactics, a raft of new legislation was speedily introduced.

The legal and judicial response

Bail laws in South Africa changed radically in the latter part of the 1990s. As suggested above, the rise in incidents of violent crime and the resultant public fear during this time were, without controversy, a significant driving force behind the enactment of increasingly harsher bail provisions.27

Historically, South African courts, recognising that bail is an expression of the presumption of innocence, tended to lean ‘in favour of the liberty of the accused’.28 In 1995, the Criminal Procedure Act29 was amended and a controversial ‘reverse onus’ provision was introduced. Section 60(11) stipulated that, when charged with certain offences,30 the accused was required to satisfy the court that the ‘interests of justice’ did not require his or her remand detention.31

Despite the 1995 overhaul of the bail regime, it was, and remains, widely accepted that ‘members of the South African public remained convinced that the right to bail was to blame for the perceived increase in crime’32 in the years that followed. The response from government was to once again amend the Act in 1997. The 1997 amendments created an even more burdensome onus on the accused.33 Persons suspected of having committed schedule six offences34 were to be denied bail unless ‘exceptional circumstances’, which satisfied the court that it was in the interests of justice to release them, existed.35 Soon thereafter, a number of the bail provisions were challenged before the Constitutional Court in the *Dlamini*36 case as being infringements of the right to be released from detention if the interests of justice permit. The more controversial provisions up for challenge included the ‘reverse onus’ provisions. The Court found that ‘to the extent… that the test for bail established [by the Act] is more rigorous that that contemplated by section 35(1)(f)...it limits the constitutional right’.37 Despite this, it held, curiously, that such limitations were nevertheless justified.38 In doing so, the Court placed much emphasis on the ‘grim reality’ of crime.39

The *Dlamini* judgment sparked much criticism for having surrendered to the general ‘panic and hysteria’ that existed about crime in South Africa40 and failing to protect the fundamental right to liberty. This ‘surrender’ is all the more interesting when comparing *Dlamini* to the Court’s previous decision in *S v Makwanyane*.41 There, too, the Court was faced with the purported ‘effectiveness’ of the death penalty in the face of overwhelming concerns about violent crime and a large retentionist movement.42 The *Dlamini* judgment remains a stand-out example of apologist sentiment from the Constitutional Court that has since become renowned for having adopted an ‘official position’ of interpretation, in which public opinion would be of ‘little relevance in matters pertaining to the interpretation of the Bill of Rights.’43
Another (perhaps overlooked) feature of the 1998 amendment to the Act was the establishment of the Office of the Judicial Inspectorate for Correctional Services (JICS), the object of which is to ‘facilitate the inspection of correctional centres . . . [and] report on the treatment of inmates in correctional centres and on conditions in correctional centres.’

The yearly reporting and critical evaluation by the JICS of issues such as prison population trends and prison conditions in general, means that important information about remand detention has entered the public domain. In fact, a standard feature of every annual report to date has been the cautioning that remand numbers are simply too high and should be reduced.

Recent amendments to the 1998 Act incorporate an additional objective into the current legislative framework, namely, ‘the management of remand detainees.’ This particular inclusion has important symbolic value, given that South African legislation has never formally acknowledged the care and administration of remand detainees as a ‘purpose’ of the ‘correctional system.’

Another notable inclusion is the maximum incarceration period, which cannot exceed two years ‘from the initial date of admission…without such matter having been brought to the attention of the court.’

It is worth mentioning at this stage, that although a mechanism such as a custody time limit is certainly a step in the right direction, especially in light of the excessive periods of detention that South Africa’s remand detainees are frequently forced to suffer, there is the risk that it will be used, simply, as a benchmark for the maximum time it should take to conclude a case. And two years is a very long time to wait, especially if the case is a relatively simple one. This brings to light the point that, without tangible efforts, provisions like these do not make much headway in solving the actual problems behind high remand numbers.
of the criminal justice system' and received a significant amount of funding. The Justice, Crime Prevention and Security Cluster (JCPS), comprised of a number of relevant governmental sub-committees, established the Case Backlog Reduction Project in 2006 with the objective of assisting court centres in identifying priority areas ‘that require...additional capacity.' This has resulted in the overall expansion of court capacity at approximately 84 regional 'backlog courts' through the appointment of acting magistrates as well as additional interpreters, clerks, prosecutors and legal aid defence lawyers, so as to ensure that cases are disposed of more speedily. Furthermore, the JCPS Cluster has established a Remand Detainees Task Team that now requests the DCS to provide it, on a monthly basis, with lists of long outstanding cases regarding persons still in detention. The intention is that, once identified, such cases can be independently investigated, and where possible, fast-tracked to a speedier solution.

Moving forward

Despite government’s efforts and purported 'success-es,' remand detainee numbers remain alarmingly high, an indication that, perhaps, government efforts are simply insufficient, or, are the wrong type of efforts. This begs the question, what is it that government is failing to do, or, what is it that government is doing wrong? This question is extraordinarily difficult to answer given that there has been little independent evaluation of the above-mentioned initiatives. It may be that, like the PTS project, which sought to remedy the problem of remand detention through a discrete experiment that targeted bail hearings at first appearance, government’s efforts to date have failed to establish a broader and more coordinated strategy of reforms that engage the whole criminal justice continuum and, concurrently, at each criminal justice entry or exit point. Perhaps part of the answer lies in the Public Service Commission’s 2011 findings, that it is the ‘lack of coordination and cooperation of the wide array of institutional role players involved in the delivery of judicial services’ that creates systemic challenges which are major contributors to the backlog cases.

There have, however, been some noticeable state efforts to reduce delays in the processing of cases in the courts over the years, an indication that 'the long held concerns around the conditions of those awaiting trial [have] finally started to make it onto the government’s radar.' In 2005 the NPA published a set of guidelines (ATD Guidelines) intended to ‘sensitise prosecutors as to the various options available to try to reduce the number of awaiting-trial detainees.’ The ATD Guidelines are, for the most part, a condensed version of the statutory bail provisions. They do, however, offer a couple of meaningful recommendations to prosecutors, such as reconsidering bail if an accused has been in custody for longer than six months, and making sure that the investigations and presentation of the state’s evidence are fast-tracked in such matters. But even as early as 1999 to 2000 the NPA was making a concerted effort to combat case backlogs. Such efforts included the institution of Saturday courts and the deployment of more experienced magistrates and court officials to the busier court centres in the country.

In fact, in the seven-year period between 2001 and 2008, ‘the reduction of backlogs was a major focus
With this in mind, there are perhaps a few lessons that can be drawn from the success of the Port Elizabeth IJS Court Centre Project (IJSCCP). As mentioned above, portions of the PTS pilot project were adopted and amended in Port Elizabeth through the IJSCCP. The IJSCCP, like the PTS Project, aimed to reduce the amount of time spent in prison by prisoners awaiting trial; but unlike the PTS project, the pre-trial element was, and remains, one of many components. For example, court processing and persistent court backlogs were immediately identified as a contributing factor to lengthy remand detention in Port Elizabeth’s court system. Thus, to streamline court processing, the IJSCCP established a channelisation court as well as a periodical court at St Albans Prison – the main feeder of prisoners to the Port Elizabeth Magistrates Court – to deal exclusively with non-trial matters, such as remands, bail applications, and pleas. In addition, the Port Elizabeth Court Centre prioritises cases involving remand detainees. These cases are identified and reviewed, and through this process, frivolous charges, or cases with insufficient evidence, are withdrawn and the detainee is released. The project is therefore notable for its integrated approach and remaining responsive to the localised needs of the particular criminal justice system and community in Port Elizabeth.

The IJSCCP, in a broad sense, sought to identify and resolve blockages throughout the various points in the criminal justice system. This required a coordinated strategy to tackling the problem, making close collaboration between the DJCD, the DCS, and SAPS critically important. Based on admittedly not so recent data, the project yielded ‘promising results’: a reduction in the time taken to prepare a docket for trial, facilitated bail applications and improved docket quality, all of which resulted in a reduction in the number of remand detainees. Furthermore, support for a localised and integrated approach can also be assumed from 2007 research data where it is clear that the reasons behind court backlogs vary significantly between court centres. For example, it was found that reasons driving postponements in Durban were trial-related, while postponements in Mitchell’s Plain were due to delays in investigations. This kind of information suggests meaningful reforms aimed at reducing the length of time that suspects remain in remand detention in Durban would necessarily include a court processing component. By contrast, in Mitchell’s Plain, such reforms would need to include efficiencies within SAPS investigatory strategies, and perhaps an integrated investigatory approach that involved prosecutors to a greater degree.

Certainly, it seems, the political will to improve remand detention is no longer lacking. This is a key factor when it comes to the sustainability of any pre-trial services endeavour. And given what we know about the Port Elizabeth project, an important part of its success has been its longevity. This is where the extent to which the project was localised becomes so important. A blanket national policy cannot be effective unless it is responsive to the needs of each particular court centre, which may entail additional resources to services not traditionally ascribed to ‘courts’ as such. For example, the problem of backlogs caused by ‘the accused not appearing in court’, (indicated in the 2007 findings on reasons for postponements in the Durban courts) could be alleviated by a very simple transport service from various points in the community to court, or to a police station.

What we don’t know about the current government Court Backlog Project is to what extent it is responding to the needs of each court centre. This would entail, of course, a certain amount of research into how each court functions. But given the extent to which it has been shown that court centres operate differently from one another, such research would be invaluable.

CONCLUSION

Seventeen years into our constitutional democracy, the political and legislative playing field in South Africa is very different to what it was in the late 1990s. A justiciable Bill of Rights has influenced not only the content of new legislation, but also an awareness of the rights of vulnerable and marginalised groups. When it comes to remand detainees, however, the problems that existed back
then, remain, albeit to a slightly lesser degree. And, as is the case with many human rights concerns, the poor, who cannot afford bail or the services of a lawyer, suffer the worst of the effects of remand detention. The excessive reliance on remand detention also comes at a great cost to the citizenry: the government spends approximately R2.2 million per day incarcerating people who have been granted bail but are unable to afford it.

The problem of remand detention seems even more urgent when one considers that most remand detainees should not be in detention. As Berry describes, ‘[t]hey post no threat to society and are not at risk of absconding.’ Why then, when South Africa has an environment so conducive to change, is the remand detainee population still as high as it is? The answer, of course, is not contained as a single solution, but it is not very difficult. The entire criminal justice sector, which, in this context, includes the DJCD, SAPS, the NPA and perhaps even the Departments of Transport and Social Development, is over-burdened, under-resourced and, perhaps, disorganised. And a national blanket policy designed to alleviate this burden that fails to take into account the particular processes of each court centre, will not be nearly as efficient as a policy that does.

While we can only speculate about the specifics of the current Court Backlog Project, we do know, based on the Vera PTS project and 2007 research data, that the particularities of each court centre vary considerably. This has obvious implications when it comes to designing a backlog reduction model for court centres, and energy is perhaps better spent on investigating these differences before attempting to address the problem head on. The seemingly simple task of designing a model based on the actualities of a court centre that is sufficiently flexible so as to respond to the changing demands of a particular community, may well be the tangible bridging between the somewhat abstract notions of the Bill of Rights and the reality experienced by remand detainees in South Africa.
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